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Code You
DNA tests can lead to sci-�-worthy health protocols tailored
just for you—but is it worth the sky-high bill? Katie Becker reports.
hen your limousine pulls around the circular drive
at Clinique La Prairie just outside Montreux, Switzerland, you’d be forgiven for thinking you’re at a
minimalist luxury hotel or a sprawling mansion.
The modern glass-and-stone architecture and bold
views of Lake Geneva, ringed by the soaring Swiss
Alps, belies its inner workings. The famous 88-year-old health mecca
and birthplace of La Prairie skin care (the two are no longer affiliated) is
staffed with more than 200 health practitioners, including 50 specialists.
They not only administer the clinic’s legendary cellular-rejuvenation
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extract (a proprietary formula, reportedly derived from lamb fetal cells,
that’s rumored to have saved the life of a pope in the 1950s), but also offer
everything from facials at the medi-spa to orthopedic and plastic surgeries in one of the two operating theaters. Over the past two years, Clinique
La Prairie has also been developing new wellness protocols based upon
the results of DNA tests.
At your first appointment upon arrival, if you’re signed up for one of
the facility’s high-end health programs, doctors in the on-site medical
center will draw vials of blood to test for minerals, metals, cholesterol,
and other vitals, and swab the insides of your cheeks to send saliva to
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an off-premises lab. The lab will evaluate your DNA, down to your
Along with administering standard blood exams and testing for comtolerance level for caffeine, dairy, and alcohol, and even your general
mon allergens, Firshein sends blood and saliva exclusively to labs that keep
ability to detoxify. “The future of wellness must be based on genetics,
data private (a well-reported concern with some companies that collect
must be based on the situations of the patients,” says Simone Gibertoni,
DNA samples). Among the labs he uses is iDDNA, where he formerly sat
CEO of Clinique La Prairie. A one-size-fits-all detox or antiaging plan
on the board. A few weeks later, patients receive a booklet of results with
that demands the same gluten-, dairy-, coffee-, alcohol-, and somewhat
dozens of data points derived from 7,500 tests. Next to each result is a small
joy-free diet for everyone is not only outdated but, some argue, might
icon: a smiley, neutral, or frowny face. The implications can vary wildly,
even be harmful.
from a tendency for bad breath to a predisposition to heart disease. But it
Within Clinique La Prairie’s 39 hotel rooms and four cavernous pentall begs the same question: Now what?
house suites atop the medical center, you may find older patients recoverAt Clinique La Prairie, DNA results could translate into a modified
ing from illness alongside generally healthy Silicon Valley CEOs spending
exercise routine for the week and a custom menu of meals with dietismall fortunes to find the fountain of
tians on-site in the dining room. And,
youth. Each patient’s DNA results
of course, patrons can depart with
can help doctors pinpoint potential
instructions to bring all this inforCLINIQUE
LA PRAIRIE IN
causes of inflammation, whether
mation home (likely to their own
MONTREUX,
SWITZERLAND
low-grade or acute, that may be imat-home staff ). Supplements might
peding peak health. Weeklong probe recommended as well. Back in
grams at Clinique La Prairie vary
New York, Firshein develops custom
in price from $15,000 to more than
meal plans and partners with chefs
$40,000; the programs involving
in the city and the Hamptons who
genetics are in the upper range.
will deliver or cook at one’s home,
But the longing for ultraprecise
and he recommends certain supplehealth evaluations isn’t just for the
ments (all at an extra cost). Results,
one percent. The popular 23andMe
he says, have helped patients recover
genetic test and other relatively affrom low energy or lose weight.
fordable at-home DNA tests, such
But whether it’s prevented disas MyHeritage and TellMeGen, can
ease, no one can technically deterestimate the percentages of your
mine—who’s to know what might
ethnic ancestry, and some, for an adhave happened otherwise? In reality,
ditional fee, can also provide a panel
DNA-based health plans are curof more superficial traits controlled
rently so far from the mainstream
by your genes—whether you prefer
that they leave a lot to be desired by
salty to sweet, if you have a fear of
way of proof.
heights, the time of day you tend to
“We are at a new frontier with
wake up. It’s seemingly harmless
DNA testing, and it is very early for
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information, but some of the results
this field,” says Macrene Alexiades,
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can help you fine-tune a healthier
MD, PhD, a New York City–based
lifestyle. Even luxury beauty brands
dermatologist with a doctorate in
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are offering custom DNA-based
genetics from Harvard. “We don’t
skin care. Biologique Recherche’s
have data yet that this approach is
new My Beauty DNA helps you develop a regimen after you mail in sa(a) safe for you in terms of privacy, and (b) actually doing what they kind
liva swabs and the company analyzes your predisposition for sunspots,
of mysteriously claim to do.”
collagen breakdown, acne, dryness, and other skin characteristics.
Part of the issue, says Alexiades, is that many wide-ranging tests check
It’s when you up the ante by examining thousands of DNA markers,
SNPs (single nucleotide polymorphisms), meaning they essentially skim
across dozens of health characteristics, that some experts believe you
the surface of your DNA for the most common mutations rather than
can crack the code for a long, vibrant life. What patients get back in this
reviewing the entire gene sequence. Alternatively, the full-sequence tests
instance isn’t about discovering a risk for major illnesses like Alzheimer’s
that specialists issue for, say, the well-known BRCA1 and BRCA2 breast
or breast cancer: The new wave of tests are designed for the world’s most
cancer mutations are significantly more expensive and search further
elite health optimizers. Armed with bespoke information, you could
and deeper. SNP tests are also more likely to have errors, says Alexiades,
create your own low-inflammation diet devoid of foods you react to, a
which makes using them even more problematic.
workout routine that matches your circadian rhythms and metabolism,
There’s also a question of reacting appropriately: Sometimes suppleand a lock-in-key supplement plan to counteract the complications and
menting low function in one aspect of your health can create unwanted
diseases to which you’re predisposed. One patient at Clinique La Prairie
side effects in another—thus the need for knowledgeable guidance. Alexeven discovered he was less able to detoxify from the exact paint he used
iades sees no gray area in this regard: “If you’re going to have somebody
for his artwork, which may have caused increased inflammation.
interpreting your genetic tests, they’d better be a geneticist.” Firshein, who
“DNA is like a car in the garage: You can take it out for a drive, or you
orders both SNPs and full-sequence tests, agrees that a geneticist is best
can leave it there forever,” explains Richard Firshein, an osteopathic
in certain circumstances, “such as in the case of mutations related to conphysician in Manhattan’s Upper East Side, whose practice is focused
ceiving a child,” he says. “But physicians are uniquely qualified to provide
on precise testing for what he calls personalized concierge medicine.
the overview and integration of health marker history to initiate care.”
“You might have a gene for cancer, heart disease, or diabetes, but every
That debate will likely continue, along with our collective fascination
bit of your genetic code has to be expressed. It’s not destiny. [The gene’s]
with genes. According to research from MIT, the estimated number of
self-regulating feature is really what we’re trying to either suppress or
people who have opted into ancestry and health DNA tests: 26 million
enhance [with lifestyle changes].”
and counting.
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